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Coverings of S3 Branched over Iterated
Torus Links
CARMEN SAFONT

ABSTRACT. CoVerings of 5 branched over iterated torus links appear naturally aud
ver>’ often in Algebraic Geometry. Tite natural grapit-manifold structure of tite
exterior of an iterated torus link induces a graph-structure in tite branched covers. In
titis paper we give an algorithm to compute Valued graphs representing a branched
coVer giVen the monodromy representation associated to tite covering. Tite algorititm
is completely mechanized in order to be programnied, and can also be used for
finding representations of groups of iterated torus links.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Iterated torus links constitute a class of links witose more important
examples are algebraic links, titat is, links (in tite sense of Algebraic
Geometry) of isolated singularities of algebraic complex curves in C2.
Coverings of 53 branched over algebraic links appear naturalí>’ in tite
study of singularities of complex surfaces. Given an>’ isolated normal
singularity of an algebraic complex surface (y, p), tite singularity link (i.e., tite
boundary of suftciently small regular neigitboritood of p in ~9 is a well
deftned titree-manifold witicit can be represented as a covering of 53 brancited
over an algebraic link witenever y is endowed witit a finite map into O.
Titrougit titis paper, branched coverings are understood in tite sense of Fox
(see [FI]). Tite (normal) 2-dimensional singularity itas a unique minimal
resolution. Associated to it titere is tite so called dual grapit of tite resolution.
Titis graph can be also thougitt as a plumbing graph, and tite plumbed titreemanifold represented by it is precisel>’ tite singularity link.
Iterated torus links are obtained by a sequence of iterations, or satellizations. So, a given iterated torus link is (rougitly) tite last of a sequence of
iterated torus links, each obtained from tite preceding one by art iteration.
Tite exterior of a link obtained by a sequence of iterations in endowed witit
1980 Maahernatics Subject Classifacation (¡985 revision): 57M25.
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a natural structure of grapit-manifold. A grapit-manifold is defined (in [W])
to be a connected compact orientable 3-manifold witit a finite system of tori
titat decomposes tite manifold into S1-bundles. Any grapit-manifold can be
described by a valued grapit, witicit determines tite manifold up to
itomeomorpitisrn. A Imite covering of 53 brancited over an iterated torus ¡ink
induces a grapit-manifold structure in tite cover. Titus, tite topological type of
tite cover is described by a valued grapit. In titis paper we work out an
a¡gorititm to find grapits of tite cover for any given finite covering of 53
brancited over an iterated torus link, starting from tite monodromy
representation of tite link group into a symmetric group. Our algorititm
provides at tite end Waldhausen grapits of tite cover. Witen tite cover is a
singularity link, one can go furtiter and obtain plumbing graphs, and obtain
explicitel~ tite grapit of tite singularity resolution. Tite algorititm for titis last
step is contained in [Ne].
Ir> fact titere is a titeoretical procedure for constructing coverings of a
triangulable manifold using a «splitting complex» of tite manifold, due to
Neuwirtit ([Neu], [Mon]). Rut most times titis procedure cannot be carried
out practically; it depends on itow complicated tite manifold obtained from
cutting open along tite splitting complex is. Instead of using a splitting
complex, we use for tite exterior of an iterated torus link its decomposition
into S’-bundles, witicit can be determined algorititmically.
In brief, our procedure is tite following. We completely codify tite given
iterated torus link by means of a sequence (§2). Titen we uniquely associate
to titis sequence a grapit-structure of tite link exterior. In §3 we derive an
inductive presentation of tite link group witicit allows reading tite generators
of tite fundamental group of eacit torus of tite grapit-structure-and computing
tite permutations assoeiated to titem by tite monodroniy representation of tite
link group- in terms of a set of meridians of tite link. Titis is applied in §6 to
compute, for a given S1-bundle of tite grapit-structure of 53, tite citaracteristic
numbers of tite SI~bundles witicit cover it, and also tite matrices witicit
describe tite gluing of tite famil>’ of SI~bundles of tite covering manifoid.
Titis procedure was already used in tite autitor’s titesis to give an
algorititm for describing cyclic brancited coverings. Tite problem of describing
non abelian covers is less easy in its first step, witen computing tite
monodromy representations induced on tite fundamental group of eacit 5k
bundle of tite link exterior. In tite abelian case one does not need to care
about conjugation, and tite work can be greatly simplified ([5]).
Tite inductive presentation of tite fundamental group of tite link exterior
derived in §3 can also be used for finding representations of iterated torus link
groups into symmetric groups in an algorititmic way. It itas to be remarked
titat titere is no systematic procedure for finding representations of a knot or
link group, apart from tite cyclic and metacyclic ones ([F2]). Titis ma>’ itelp
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to represent localí>’ an algebraic complex surface as a brancited covering
of C2.
Titis work is an expansion of part of tite doctoral dissertation, written
under tite direction of Prof. José Montesinos, whose guidance tite autitor
deeply appreciates. Tite autitor would like to titank also Prof. C. Weber and
E. Artal for itelpful suggestions, and J. Mas for itelp witen programming tite
algorititm.

2.

ITERATED TORUS LINKS

We take the concept of iterated torus link (ITL, for sitort) as it appears in
[M W]. Let us recalí tite definition in order to establisit notation.
-

(2.1) For integers X,ji,n. wbere n>0, A and ji coprime, L(X,ji;n)
denotes an n+2 component link FUIL)NíL)...L)Nn. Here E and ¡are tite
components of a Hopf link ir an oriented 53 sucit titat tite linking number
Lk (E. I)= ±1and IV- 1< iCn, are parallel torus knots lying on unknotted
torus separating E and L sucit titat
Lk(E. NJ=A
Lk(I, NJ=u
In [M-W]

it is always assurned titat X>0 and ji#0.

(2.2) Por a link L in oriented 53 we will denote by N(L) a closed tubular
neigitboritood of L, and M(L) its interior. For an oriented knot K, a meridian mis assumed tobe oriented in such a way titat Lk(K,m)= +1.
Tite components E and ¡of a link L (A, ji; ti) are eacit a trivial knot. We
will take always titeír canonical framings. On tite otiter itand, 53~ ~ (EL) 1)
is an St-bundle over an annulus witit fibers isotopic to N
1, 1= 1
r. So
8N(NJ is also fibered, and we wil¡ take any of titese fibers as a framing for N1.
,...,

Let A? be an oriented knot in S~ and 1 a framing of K on
3—M3 (A?)
X=S
X’=S3—M>(LQp;n))

aN(K). Set

Titen 8X and 8N(F) are tori endowed eacit witit meridian-longitude pairs
(m. 1) and (m’, 1’) respectively. Titere exists art essentially unique itomeomorpitism ~: AN(E)— dx permuting meridians and longitudes, and XL), X’
is tite complement in 53 of a link K’ witicit is said to be obtained by satellization of L (A, ji; ir) on K.
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(2.3) An iterated lonus /ink is defined to be any link obtained by
perfoming tite following operations:
1)

A finite number r of satellizations are made succesivel>’. Tite first one
is a satellization of a link L(Aí,jií;ní) on tite trivial knot. For
2=i=r,tite itit-satellization can be perfomed witit a link L(A¿,ji¿n)
on an>’ component of tite link already obtained.

2)

After itaving performed alí tite satellizations, some link components
can be deleted or sorne orientation reversed.

(2.4) For our purposes it is convenient to perform tite satellizations
using L(A,ji):=L(A,ji, 1). We will continue assuming X>0 and p#O. Obviously, tite same class of ITL is obtained.
After a satellization of L(A,p) on a knot K, tite components .1 and IV of
L (A, ji) become components of tite new link whicit we will denote A? again
and K(A, ji) respectively. Tite images of tite framings selected in (2.2) for ¡
and IV after tite satellization will be called toral framings of A? and K<’A, ji),
respectivel>’. Ji wil/ he assumed titroughoui’ íitIv paper thai satellizatiotis un
ITL are perfomed using íiteseframings. Titis citoice of tite framings in ITL is
tite most suitable for a topological study of titis class of links, and seems to
have been used first by Eisenbud and Neumann. Otiter framings are sornetimes used (see [M-W]).
(2.5) Once tite citoice of frarnings has been made, four vectors of r-i- 1
entries suflice to reconstruct a given ITL obtained by a sequence of r
iterations performed using L(A» ji), 1 =i=r.Titese vectors will be named it,
/a. mu and ep, and will be next defined. We will refer to titem as tite toral
sequence of tite ITL and will use titern as tite data for introducing tite ¡TL to
a computer.
Definition
1)
it (0): =0

j

<[tite iíh-saíe//izaíion is made oir tite
componen 1 introduced ir> tite jtit-saíe//izaíion
0 <[tite itit-sate//ization Iv made oir tite trivia/ knoí.
/a(0):=l, /a(i):=X for l=iSr
mu(0):=0, mu(i):= ji, for l=i=r

¿1(i): =
2)

3)
4)

1

ep (i): = 0, 1 or — 1 accorcl¿ng to wheíiter tite componení ¡nl roduced ir>
ihe kit-saíe//¡zaíion (or tite síaníing tnivia! knoí, <[¡=0) Iv afíer a!!
de/eted. conservecf wiíit tite same orieníation or wftit reversed
orientation.
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Algebraic links are a specially important family of iterated torus links. In
[M-W] it is given a criterion to decide witetiter an !TL is algebraic or not.

3.

GRAPH-STRUCTURE OF THE EXTERIOR OF AN ITL

(3.1) Let L be an ITL given by a toral sequence.
lf L is not tite trivial knot titere is a sequence of links h~ L1
L~ such
titat L<~> is tite trivial knot and L, is tite result of a satellization of L(A,, ji) on
somecomponent of L1<, for 1=i=r,and Lis obtained from L~bypossibly
neglecting some components and reversing tite orientation of sorne otiters.
Tite sequence of satellizations provides expressions
3~M’(Lr)=XoUWíL)...L)Wr
S

53~M>(L)=XoUWíL)...L)WrUU
witere A’
0 is tite exterior of tite trivial knot in 53, eacit 14-’, is a copy of tite
exterior of L (A~, ji) in 53 and Li is a disjoint union of solid tori, tubular
neigitboritoods of tite components of L~ neglected to get L. For ¿=1
r. 14’,
is an 51 bundle over an annulus witit a itole. Titerefore tite union written
aboye sitows a grapit-manifold structure of tite exterior of tite ¡XL. We will
refer to it as tite graph-structure associated lo tite tora! sequence of tite link.
(3.2) Let us look at tite exterior of L (A, ji) in s3, witicit we will denote
W. Since IL) IV is a closed braid witit braid axis F. W is itomeomorpitic to a
mapping torus
HxI

of a disc ¡E witit X + 1 itoles, witere 1= [0, Y] and 2~ denotes tite automorpitism
of ¡E defined by tite brai4 (a~ 0~< azul)”. We follow tite notation of [E] for
braids. Let g be a basepoint for ¡E and xí
xx, xx+í be a basis for zrí (¡E. g)
sucit titat
,~.,

o,(x,) = x x,i-1 Z
a, (x,+ í) =
Let ! denote tite itornotopy class of tite loop
JI,>
t—[(g, t)]
1—•-
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Titen a presentation of ir,(H,>, [(g,0)])

is tite following one:

xx,xxi-í,!:!x
1/x¡n,

i

1

X±1¡

witere x1~ denotes tite image of x1 under (tite itomomorpitism) i~. Tite braid
group acts on tite rigitt on ir1 (H,g). If O denotes tite set {xí,x2
xx, xx±í,/]
of tite generators and 7’ tite set {/x1 1 = x1~, ¿ = 1 ,..., A + 1] of relations, tite
aboye presentation of ir1 (JI,>,g) is briefly written O:TI.

Figure 3.1

represenís W.

ji = 3

in Ihe picture.

(3.3) Figure 3.1 represents W. Titrough a itomeomorpitism from ¡E,> to
W, tite basepoint g of JI, / and xí xx Xx+í go to tite points and loops denoted
tite same way in figure 3.1. Titis is itow the generators of tite presentation
¡O:T¡
of ir~(W,g) must be read.
We wiIl denote by 7’, 17 amI 17. tite boundary Ion of W, witicit are,
respectivel>’, 8N(E), 8IV(I) and dN(N). We take g, a and c in figure 3.1 as
basepoints fon 7’, 17 and 17. Fix patits a and cx’ in Wjoining respectivel>’ a and
c to g. Let
6w1 (flg) —
rl

(7’,,, a)

wí(W,g)

—

rí(W,g)

—

rí(Wg)
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denote inclusion índuced homomorpitisms followed by tite isomorpitisms of
citange of basepoint associated to tite fixed patits. Let ni be as in figure 3.1.
Titen m and / fon a coordinate system of 7’. Let 4, be a toral (i.e. canonical)
frarning of! based ata on 7’,,, and ni,, be a menidian of! based at a sucit titat
x~fl =am,,crí. Titen m,, and 1,, fon a basis of irí (T,,,a,l. Finalí>’, m~ and 4
provide a basis for n-í (T. c), witere m<. is a menidian of N sucit that
xx=a’m~ a’1 and 4-isa toral framing of Non L based at c.

Lemma
i)

cS<’m)=xí...xxxx*í
8 (!) =!

u)

6jmJ=x~+,

5,, (4)
/(Xx+í...Xíy(Ñx*í...1x,,+í)X’K?1í <[ji<0

where ¡ji¡=tX-i-a, í=O, 0<a<X
iii)

8< (m,.) = xx
x~x~+ík

Proof.
We will derive only tite formula for ~5,,<ij,since tite otiters are
immediate. We can titink of 8,,(4~) as tite pictorical longitude of tite ¡
component of L(X,ji) projected as tite closure of tite braid (a~ a~i ...a
2a¡~

togetiter witit its axis. We will look at tite closure of this braid inside a solid
torus. Assume first ji>O. Titen <5j49=aí cx2...apl, where a, are tite following:
úí =t+íXxxx+í

Forl<rCX

a =(&,lá~2...díxx+l)xx±I(xA±ícrí...cx<2cx<í)

ForX<r.cxr=(d<í&<2...&íxx± ,)aí...cx± ía,xa<x± í...

See figure 3.2
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¡ 8>1

Figure 3.2.

Top

If r=íX+a,

and botton

are identified b>’ transíation.

O<a<Á titen

&r=~(dr~í ...

dí)X7j xx,,+í x5jí (aí ... cx.í).

Titis follows from an easy induction, using tite fact titat
(aí...aaí)aa(daí...dí)=x»i-íxxa+íxx+í

foro<a=X.

Titerefore, if ji=íX-sa>0 0<aCX,
al

ct2...cx,1=(eí1
...cx~..í) (d».~~ ...&í)X~~~íiXx..,,±íxk~,í,(&í...ct~..í)
= t’+í ~
x~’’1 (al ... a~~) =
zrÑQíí

(x~~,,-v ... xx) xk~’1 ~Aí¡ (x1 ...

4~1 (xí ...xOxl+ ~

(xí... xx) xx± =
í

=x~+í1 (xx,,±, xx xx+¡) (x1 ...xxxx±í)’

Finally, 80(/J=XIt) (xx,,÷í Xxxx± í)(xl... xxxx÷ í)’/.
...
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Xx±íxxxx+í

‘yr—-x—í Yr—ÁYr--X-í

(See figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3.

(A, ji)

=

(3, —4). Top and bolton are identified by transíation.

As before, if r=tX*a>0, 0<a<X

y
1... y1,, = y1...

y ,,.~í Y1,,-—í ...

= ?5~
witere

¡ji¡

Xx ,,-<-í

tí x7¿’1

1
xxa* í x5;

xV.íí <‘Yí ...

1

(y

...

~

í)

-

=íX± a,0<a=X. As wc can see, tite formulas are tite same as

titose for cx, ‘5. Hence
Y

t
...y,,;=X~; 1(x~,,±í...xxxx+í) (xxx

x~+í)’
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Finalí>’,

a
(3.3)

Going back to tite ITL L of (3.1), for i= 1,...,r S3~Nt~(L,)=

3—N0(L
1~)L) 14”, witere Wis acopy of tite exterior of L(X,,ji9in s3 Tite

S

pattern of ~~“iitas been described in (3.2). AII tite elements introduced in (3.2)
will be used for 1~V1 after labelling titem witit tite subscript or superscript i.
Titus, were write 8H<,= PU TÁU ~ tite basepoints in 7” T’a, T’< will be
respectively g>, a» 4 and so on. Tite group irí (W1, g,) is presented by
xíí,xu

x41,x19~1.1-1),

4: !,x1>,4=x>,n,, j=

1

Let OÍ= x,
X¡x1, X1~qi-Q, 4) and let fl [ 4.x114(x,j~j, j 1,..., Á,±¡ }.
Titen irí(W1)~ ¡0,: T,¡.
3—N0(LJ=X
For ¿=1
r, S
0L) W1U...U 14’,. Tite piece ~¾ is attacited
titrougit T,to a boundary torus of A’0 (witen ¿=1) or X,>L) LEí U... U LEn. It is
possible to determine to witicit torus it is attacited. In order to do titis, Wc
define a funetion
,...,

ff:{l,2

,...,

4—40, I,2,...,r— 1]

recursivel>’ as follows, witit tite aid of an auxiliary funcílon cf: [0,1
[1,2 r}.

,...,

r}

—

Define cf(O) = 0. To define ff (i), assume cf (1) is defined for alí i’ < i. Titen
ff(i)=cf(it (1))
Redefine cf on i and it (i) b>’
cf(i)=i

cf(it(i))i

and continue tite inductive definition of ffk
Now we claim that if ff(i)= j, tite bundle ~~‘1is attacited to tite bundle
titrougit 7’É if it(i) does not coincide witit it(i’) for any i’<t and titrougit
T¿ otherwise. Note titat cf~)=j if and oní>’ if 8N(KJC 8%. Moreover,
¡f¿< ~
ifi= j
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Set Go=n-í(S3—N~(h)) and G,=’rrí(S3—N0(L¡)), for ¡=1,..., it A
presentation of G
0o is
can
inductively
as follows.
Tite and
group
isomorpitic to Z. 1Let
x be aobtained
generator
of G~ (a meridian
of 11ci),
Sq) = (4.
Since S3—N0(L
3—N~(L
1)=(S
11))U 14”-, G,can be obtained from G,~ and
irí (~“l) by tite Seifert-Van Kampen titeoreni (assume tite selected basepoints
in tbe attaching tori are rnatcited). For 1=i= -, define 5=5- í U O,. Titen 5,
is a set of generators of G,, witit defining relations R,, witicit is nexí described
inductively:

Rí=TiUI/í=I,xíí...xíxíxí<xí±í,=x}
if 1-Y1 is attacited to J~ througit T¿~, and

R1=R1,U T,U[4=8? Go, x11

...x1x,x,a,±I>=x>,x>,

if 1-Y1 is attached to H~ througit T¡.
3—AP(Lr))~ISr: R,I. Let 5 be tite
In particular,
obtainoftitat
ní(S
subset
of S~ wbiebwe
consists
tite elements
representing meridians of Lr~~ L.
Titen ¡Sr: Rr, S¡ is a presentation of ir
0(L)).
1 (53~ N
4.

REPRESENTING GRAPH-MANIFOLDS

A connected compact oriented 3-manifoíd Mis calíed a grapit-man <[o!d if
it contains a system ITí
T4 of disjoint properly embedded tori sucit titat
eacit cornponent of M— N~ (7’), witere T= Tí U ... U 7’,, is a fiber bundle witit
fiber S~ and base a connected surface. Tite system lTí
7’,] is a graphstrucíure for M. The definition is due to Walditausen [W].
~..,

We will calI ni-graph any connected grapit witit vertices

ji

1
ji,, and
edges r1
r,, witere eacit vertex ji1 carnes a triple of integer numbers ~ r~, e3,
r->0 and eacit edge r~is oriented and cardes amatrix A1cOL(2,Z)—SL(2,Z).
(The prefix ni- is to suggest a grapit witit matrices).
,...,

Given a grapit-manifold, construct an m-grapit as follows:
1.

Represent each component M1, ¡=1

ti,

of M— N«(7) by a vertex

ji’.

2.

Eacit torus 7), j=
1 CalI
r istitem,
adjacent
to two components
tite
0(T).
arbitrarily,
Nf~ and Mj,.(possibly
Titis means
same)tite
of M—
N
titat
boundary
of N(lj>) (N(T-)= T2x 1) shares one torus 77
with 8Mj±and tite otiter, 77, witit OMr. Titen represent the torus 7)
by an edge rj joining ¡~ and ji
1, oriented towards
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Fix an orientation for tite fiber of eacit Sí~bundle witose base is an
orientable surface and citoose a coordinate system (aj±~t+)on 77 sucit titat
f1 is a fiber of M~.i- (witit tite faxed orientation if tite base of M1~ is orientable,
and witit an arbitrary orientation otiterwise), and fpt- .
= 1 where • denotes
tite intersection pairing on 8M»i- (Mr. inherits an orientation from Al, witicit
induces an orientation on dM~). Citoose (aj, f» in tite analogous way.
Under tite natural isomorpitism, botit coordinate systems are related in fr (7))
by a matrix of GL(2,Z)—SL(2,Z),
[“1± ]

(Yi6i )[2i—]

8i) on tite edge r

Put tite matrix (~i
3.

1.

1-bundle Al
Let g, be tite genus of tite base of tite 5
1. witicit is negative
if titis base is nonorientable. Let r¡ be tite number of boundary
components
M lying from
in Al,.M,Ifr=0,
lete1 be tite
tite curves
Euler number
of
t-bundleofobtained
after collapsing
parallel to
tite S witenever j+<>=¿. Then, value tite vertex p~ witit tite triple
(g
1,0,e1) i= 1,..., ti. lf r1#0, value it witit tite triple (g1, r,,—).

Remark. Suppose r,=0. Note titat, ifaí
a, are tite itorizontal curves
of tite selected coordinate systems in tite boundary tori of Al,. titen
al
a~=—e1f, in ~ (Al,).
,...,

+...+

Actualí>’, tite ni-graph constructed represents tite manifold Al witich, up
to op. itomeomorpitisms, is tite grapit-manifold constructed as follows. For
eacit vertex ji, take an oriented Síbundle over a closed connected surface of
genusg~ witit Euler number e,. Citoose apseudosection 5,. lfg.>0 citoose an
orientation for it, witicit induces an orientation for tite fiber declaring that tite
orientation of 5, followed
b>’ titeTiten
orientation
coincides
tite
1-bundle.
remox’eof tite fiber
interior
of a witit
tubular
orientation
neigitboritoodofoftite
r,-i-nS
1 disjoint fibers, witere ir, is tite number of edges of tite
rn-grapit incident at tite vertex ji, (loops are counted twice). Tite result is an
SLbundle Al,. Then, for eacit edge rjjoining vertices ji,, ji~ citoose a torus
in AM, and a torus T>4] in 8M>4. Glue M,, M>4 along titese tori according to tite
itomeomorpitism def>ned by
[aj(Y.i¿j[aj
8i

witere (y~

c GL (2, Z)

—

SL

(2, Z) is tite matrix assigned to tite edge r
1 and

&1 ¡3 g
(a1~, 1]) is a coordinate system on Ti>,- sucit titat f, is a fiber of Al, (oriented if
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g- =0),anda

1>,- is tite curve 5,0 7’,~ oriented in sucit a way titat f,. a~ = 1 on 8M,.
Tite system (as>,. .f~) is citosen on T>4J in tite analogous way.
Titis way of representing grapit-manifolds justs generalizes tite way
Walditausen represented almost alí reduced grapit-manifolds in [W]. Walditausen defined reduced grapit-manifolds by excluding a number of cases
witicit can occur in a grapit-structure. Rut for tite purposes of titis paper it is
convenient to be able to represent any grapit-manifold. Part (6.3.3) of
titeorem (6.3) of [W] statres tite following: «For a grapit-manifold (Al,
7) and
1-bundles,
a citoice
of itomeoniorpitisms
of eacit component
Al— Twitit
one
can construct
in a finite number
of steps tite of
manifolds
N 5
1
sucit
titat for j= 1
ir Nj, 2x
is Sí».
eititerWe
itomeomorpitic
to a section
reduced tograpit-manifold
devote tite next
work out an
or
a lens to
space
or efectively
S
algorititm
apply
titis titeorem for tite family of manifolds witich
is tite object of our study, namely tite covers of 53 branched over ITL.
,...,

5.

Nm

WALDHAUSEN GRAPHS

Tite covers of 53 brancited over iterated torus links are in a natural way
grapit-manifolds. Suppose titat L is an !TL and pr: M—S3 is a covering
brancited over L. If
53~IV0(L)XoL)WíL)...L)WrUU

ís, witit tite notation of §3, tite grapit-structure associated to a toral sequence
of tite link, then
M=prl(Xo)Upní (W
1)U...Upr’ (WjUpr’ (U)U pr—’ (N(L))
exitibits M (witicit is connected, closed and orientable) as a union of 5L
bundíes. Tite base of eacit of titese Síbundíes is an orientable surface.
Titerefore, and titanks to titeorem (6.3) of [W], parts (6.3.1) and (6.3.2), for
titese grapit-structures tite cases to be excluded from reduced grapit-structures
are tite 1-bundles
following. ofHere
(Al, T) denotes adjacent
tite grapit-manifold
audtiteAl,,
Al2
tite grapit-manifold
to a torus 7’~ of
grapitdenote S
structure.
M, # Al
2, and Al1 is itomeomorpitic to tite product of an annulus
and tite cercle 51
Rl.

R2.

Tite fiber of Al, is itomologous on 7’, to tite fiber of Al2.

R3. M1 is a solid torus, and a meridian curve of Al, intersects tite fiber
of Al2 transversally once.
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R4.

Nf1 is a solid torus, and a meridian curve is itomologous to tite fiber

of Al2.
RS. Al3 = Al2 is itomeomorpitic to tite product of a torus and I=[0, 1],
and titere exists an element of H1 (Ti) sent to itself or its inverse by tite
natural gluing automorpitism of ~1 (7’~).
RÓ.

Al1 and A!2 an solid tori.
1-bundle witit base 52
R7. T#0 and Al is art 5
Suppose titat Gis an m-grapit representing (M, 7’);

ji

1 and P2 tite vertices
of O representing M1 aud M2, respectively, valued (gí, 0, e1), (g2, 0, e2); TI tite
edge representing 7’ Suppose Al1 = M1±and Al2 = Al~., witit tite notation of
§4; (a1, fí) and (a2, f2) coordinate systems on Tí)
Tji-, both
77, respectively,
sucit titat
systems are related
by
fa = 1 on 8M1 and f2 . a2 = 1 on 8M2: In ~ (
a matrix,

and tite matrix (Y

W=(Zfl

~)

ECL (2, Z)

—

SL(2, Z)
valuates

Titus, O itas tite form

(gí,

[a2]

(

0, e
1)

:

‘~i,

oriented towards

ji.

(g2, 0,e2)

(z ~)
Tite condition Rl) is equivalent to tite following condition Ci) on tite
grapit, ¿=1,2,3,4,6,7.
and

GI.

jil#ji2,gI=O

G2.

a=Oifjií#ji2;a=Oand13=lifji1=ji2.

G3.

ji1 itas

G4.

ji,

ji

itas valence 2.

valence 1,g~=0and witenevere~=0, titen -y=e,eG[l,— 1

itas valence h gí =0 and witenever e1 =0, titen y=0.
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GÓ.

ji

G7.

Gis

#ji

2,

botit itave valence 1 and
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gí=g~=O

(0,0,e)
e

(O,0,e)
Witen RS occurs, O is

scjjjj>

(Y

~).

Titen Al is a torus bundle,

and witen e=0, tite rnatrix is a monodromy rnatrix. Tite classification of
torus bundíes up to itomeomorpitism from titeir monodromy matrices is well
known.
Different citoices of coordinate systems lead to different m-grapits for
(Al, 7). We would like to decide witetiter tite grapit-manifold is or not reduced

by looking at an m-grapit. One can realize titat citecking conditions 01 to G7
is independent of tite coordinate systems citosen, and titat one can easily get
an m-grapit witere e1 = 0. In fact

ka¡3)

0(g,O,e)

(~

?:Ñ~®

and

(

y— e,cx

¿5

o

Cí$)

cx

(g1,O,0)
----e

*

represent tite sanie grapit-manifold. Also tite m-grapits

,—“dgí,

O

(cx /31
y

and

(

y— e1a
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represent tite same grapit-manifold. FinaR>’, in an ni-grapit titere is a choice
in tite orientation of tite edges, whicit corresponds to tite citoice of Al1 as Alt.
OnIy citecking condition 02 is afeeted by titis citoice, and one can verify titat
02 itolds for (‘Y

~)

~).

if and only if it itolds for its inverse [.13

frorn art>’ m-grapit representing (M, 7), eititer we see titat tite manifold is a
torus bundle and know a monodromy matrix, or otiterwise we can immediately decide witetiter tite graph-structure is reduced by obtaining first an
m-grapit witere ah vertices of valence 1 are valued (0,0,0) and citecking on it
conditions 01, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7.
For tite grapit-structure of Al induced by tite brancited covering
pr: Al—. 53 over an ITL, we know titat Rl, RS and R7 do not occur.
However, we may find titat tite grapit-manifold is not reduced. In titis case we
try to eliminate superfluous tori of tite grapit-structure and, ultimately, to
obtain tite decomposition of tite manifold into connected summands witicit
are eititer 52x S~, or lenses, or reduced grapit-manifolds, as Walditausen’s
titeorern (6.3) in [W] guarantees. We can do titis algorititmieahly as next
described. And, in titis reduction process, cases Rl, RS and R7 ma>’ appear.
Reduction rules. Tite>’ are stated wititout proof because it is contained in
tite proof of Walditausen’s titeorem. For tite formula in 4) see [Ne],prop. 2. 1.
1)

If 01 occurs, obtain from O an m-grapit of (Al, 1) of tite from
(y—eía
(0,0,0) ,~ cx

0(g,0,e)

wítit

¿5—eíf3\

13

‘ (g2,0e2)

Be GL(2 Z)—SL(2,Z). Titen tite manifold represented by
(g2, 0, e~)

O.M:%e)

a
witere B’=B
2)

(¿ ‘) (~‘

~

~

<~11~}, is itomeomorpitic to Nf.

lf 02 occurs, titen tite manifold represented by tite m-graph
(gí ±g2,0, el -i-e2 —¿5)

O
is itomeomorpitic to Al.

O
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If 03 occurs, then tite manifold represented by tite m-grapit
(g,,0,e2e6)

is homeomorpitic to Al.
4)

If 04 occurs, obtain a grapit of tite form

(0,0,0)

representing (Al. 7’). Here E2~,
isa connected m-grapit,joined to ji2
by 1<>, edges. Titen Nf is itomeomorpitic to N1 # ... It N~# (#>4 525<51), witere N5 is
tite manifold represented by tite ni-grapit E2>,, and
a
k=2g2+>(k>,— 1)
j=l

k,

6)

If 06 occurs, titen Al is a lens space. Compute a fraction determining

7)

If 07 occurs, titen Al~ L(e, 1).

it.

Notice that titese reduction steps reduce the number of tori of tite grapitstructure and keep tite orientable citaracter of tite base of tite S’-bundles.
Titerefore otiter cases titan RI-R7 from Walditausen’s list never appear. In a
finite number of steps we will get a disjoint union of m-grapits, eacit of titem
representing either a lens space, or
~52, or a reduced grapit-structure. And
titis is casil>’ decidable from an m-grapit witicit does not falí in any of tite cases
01-04. For tite only grapit-structures of a lens space sucit titat tite bas s of
tite 5~ bundíes are orientable are Seifert structures witit base 52 witit at most
two exceptional fibers ([Se], [W]).
Consider an m-graph representing a reduced grapit-manifold witicit is
neititer a torus bundle over
nor a Seifert fibration over 52 witit titree
exceptional fibers. Titen, according to [W],§9, we can associate to tite grapit-
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manifold a valued grapit witicit classifies tite manifold up to itomeomorphism.
And titis grapit can be obtained from tite ni-grapit as follows. Look at an edge
r~ of tite m-grapit joining vertices ji
1±and ji». Titis edge represents a torus 7)
1-bundles ‘415+ and A’4..
adjacent to 5
Case 1. One of tite St-bundles Al~ or
is a solid torus (oní>’ one,
since tite grapit-manifold is reduced). Titen tite solid torus is citosen to be ~
Let it be a meridian curve of M
1.i-. Among the systems (a», JA citosen as in
§4,
titere are exactly two (and one of titem is obtained from tite otiter it>’
citanging tite orientation of both curves) sucit titat
it=ej(sa~÷ 1%fr)

witere a1 and 13] are integers sucit titat 0</31<Za1, and e¡=±I. Ir
Walditausen’s notation, jij±,ji]— and ~yappear as follows (k=jj:
(a?,,

It)

(gk,O,Sk)

*

-w

1~

Case 2.

Neither AIf nor Al» are solid tori. Titen titere are (unique up to
citange of orientation of botit curves in tite system) coordinate systems
and (a1± ,¡±) on 77, 7)+, respectivel>’, sucit titat, in 14(7)),

0=13-±

witere eJ(*>G[1~—l} and
if,L=k and j.>-=i.
(g~O,e1)

>,<>

<a.*
>,<>

Titen

ji~+, ji1

(a>,, 1%)

and iy appear as follows,

(g~,O,ek)

or

(g1, 0, e1)

(aj+,

f3~± )

(g~,O,e~)

---0
As Walditausen derives t>,±=ty—=:e1, and a~=a1=:a1 and f% is tite
ínverse of i3~+ mod a1.
Cali A tite grapit obtained. A itomomorpitism ~ (A)—. Z2 is defined by
assigning to a cycle formed by edges ~
tite product e1~ ... . e~. Tite
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Walditausen grapit consists of tite grapit A witb valued vertices, oriented and
valued edges, and tite itomomorpitism Ilí (A)—. Z2.

6.

COVERINGS OF 53 BRANCHED OVER !TL

Let L be a link in St and pr: A!— 53 be a finite covering brancited over
L. It is determined by tite unbrancited covering of tite exterior
of tite—.link,
3— N0(L))
Sir.
witich
ver>’
often
is
given
by
a
transitive
representation
ca.>:
n-í(5
Here En denotes tite symmetric group on ti letters, ti tite number of sheets of
the covering.
It is a folklore result titat any finite covering of a graph-manifold
brancited over a union of fibers induces a grapit-structure in tite cover. Tite
analogous result for Seifert manifolds was proved by Gordon-Heil [O and tite result for grapit-manifolds follows from tite proof of titeir titeorem.
As a consequence of titis and of (3.1), if L is an ITL tite cover is a grapitmanifold. Tite aim of titis section is to develop an algorititm to compute an
tn-grapit for it.
(6.1) Consider an ¡TL 1. given by a toral sequence. Take for L tite
notation of §3. From tite toral sequence we derive a closed braid presentation
of L~ by tite following inductive procedure. Start witit tite one-string braid
presentation of tite trivial knot k Once a braid witit closure L
11 is obtained,
look at tite strings which close to tite component 14 of L,1, j= it (Ú Por aH
of titem but one do tite following: repíace it by X1-i- 1 parallel strings. Replace
tite otiter string by tite (X1-i- 1)-braid A>4 (ax~ ax,í
02 cxl)”’, witere
0201)Xi+l (a fulí twist in a (X1-i- 1)-braid), and k is tite integer
verifying titat tite toral minus tite canonical framing of 1<) is k times tite
meridian of K>, in ~ (53 — Ej.). Titen witat is obtained is a braid witose closure
is L1. By repeatíng titis, finally arrive to a braid witose closure is Lr. Associate
to eacit string of tite braid an (oriented) meridian of Lr. Titen a representation
of irí (53 — Lr) into a symmetric group 15 determined by a suitable assignation
of a permutation to eacit string of tite braid. Titis assignation will provide also
a representation of ir1 (53 — L) it for any string corresponding to a component of L, witicit is to be deleted do get L, tite permutation assigned is tite
identity. Titis procedure to obtain a braid witose closure is Lr reflects the
gluing of tite SLbundles of tite graph-structure described in §3, and tite
strings of tite resulting braid are grouped in a nice way witicit will allow to
obtain, from tite permutations associated to tite strings of tite braid, tite
permutation assocíated to eacit element of tite generator system S~ defined
in §3.
...

(6.2) Tite starting data of our aígorititm will be tite toral sequence of
tite link L togetiter witit tite assignation of a permutation to eacit string of
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tite braid (witose closure is Lr) corresponding to a component of L. We
will assume titat titis assignation comes from a transitive representation
<o: ir1 (53 — L) — En. Tite toral sequence of our ITL consists of vectors of r+ 1
entries r> 1 and we will use tite notation of §3 for tite grapit-scructure of tite
exterior of L. Tite cover M associed
to <oTite
is titen
tite prí
union
(X,>)
(N(Lr)).
pieces
(A’Al= pr<
t
t (LE),
Ui=1
pr< (LEí)
U ... U
pr~í(N(LJ)
(LEr) U pr-are S’-bundles witicit most often0),willpr—be non
r, and
pr—’
connected. Tite>’ are pasted titrougit tori, tite preimages under pr of tite tori
of tite grapit-structure downstairs. Tite vertices of a grapit representing titis
grapit-structure of Al are in one-to-one correspondence witit tite set of connected components of pr—t (A’
0), pr—’ (LE1), i= 1
r, and p¡—.I (N(Lrfl. The
edges are in one to-one correspondence witit tite connected components of tite
preimages of tite tori of [7”, Tj, 1~, i= 1
rl
,~.,

(6.3) Tite monodromy representation w will be our tool to construct tite
grapit of Nf. Wc will repeteadly apply tite following
Bas¡c fact. lf we are given a itomomorpitism LE: itt (A’. x) — En, witere X
is a connected space, say a manifold for simplic¡t>’, and xeX, titere is a
(possibly non connected) covering pr: X—. A’ associated to <o. Tite group lm <o
acts on [1,2,...,
nI determining a partition =~= [1’,
¡>4 of titis set. Titen
pr’ (A’) itas p connected components, eacit labelled by an element of 9». No
matter witicit basepoint is taken in A’, tite covering is determined by <o np to
equivalence of coverings. Howewer, fundamental groups of A’ based at
different points are isomorpitic but not in a canonical way; two isomorpitisnis
differ in an inner automorpitism. And a subgroup of En conjugate to Im a>
yields in general a different partition witen acting on [1,2,...,
ti].
,...,

If Yis a (connected) subspace of X and ye Y, tite inclusion
induces

e: (Y, y) — (X, y)

we*: wí(Y,y)—wí(X,y)--Xir

witicit is tite monodromy representation of tite covering
1(Y)--.Y
prj: pr—
Tite partition ~
of [1,2,..., ir] associated to <oc.,. is a refinement of =5t
in tite sense that eacit set of 9~» is a union of elements of 9,~. A component
Y of pr—’ (Y) is a subspace of_a component A’ of pH (A’) if and oní>’ if tite
element of 9~, witicit labels Y is a subset of tite element of 9~» witicit labels
A’. Note titat tite procedure to obtain tite partition ~w is algorititmic if one
starts from a set oí ,...,a,, of permutations whicit generate lrn a>.
(6.4) Look at tite closed braid projection obtained for L< in (6.2). We can
vísualize on it tite grapit-structure of the exterior of Lr For as Lr is obtained
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from L
by replacing a component of it by a (AA- 1)-braid. it appears a solid
torus containing titis braid, sucit titat L,< is obtained frorn L, by colapsing
titis solid torus to its core. Tite solid torus minus an open tubular
neigitboritood of tite (X~±1)-braid is 1-Y,. Tite same way one sees W,.~
A’0. A natural way to citoose basepoints on eacit torus of tite grapit-structure,
and patits joining titem, is tite following. Fix a point * over tite plane of
projection of Lr. Fix a level of tite closed braid titat does not contain any
multiple point of tite projection. Join tite point * to eacit string of tite closed
braid at tite f¡xed level by a linear
patit. Titese
intersect
inner
3—N«(L,j)
in onelinear
point,patits
witicit
will beeacit
taken
as
most
torus
(tite
tori
of
8<5
basepoint on titis torus. Titen proceed inductively as indicated in figure 6.1:

section of 7”

section of 7”

Of alí sections of 7”, take tite closest to tite braid axis of L, and, on titis
curve, tite basepoint for T1. Tite pathsjoining tite basepoints on tite tori will
be tite linear segments joining titem. Titen isomorpitisms between tite
fundamental groups of 53 —N0 (L,) based at tite different basepoints we
itandle itave been fixed. We are in tite situation of (3.3) and know exactly
witat tite elernents of 5, represent. It is clear itow to compute [ (x, <o
xc S,}, using tite relations of 14 for tite longitudes.
(6.5) Since patits joining tite basepoints at tite bundíes or tori of tite
grapit-structure of 53 — N0 (L) itave been fixed, tite inclusion induced itomomorpitisms followed by <o are unambiguously defined. Wc will look first at
tite associated unbrancited covering of 53~ N0(L4, and at tite end we will
look at tite brancit locus. Titus, for 14’, and 7’i, 7’i and T~ ¿=1
rweitave
respective partitions Q,, #‘, 9~ and t#~, 1=1
r, of [1,2 ti] witose
elements (subsets of[l,2
ir]) ¡abel tite components of tite preimage under
pr of tite piece considered.
,...,

Compute tite partitions =#t9~ and ~Y’¿,respectively, from tite sets of
permutations
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A’={w(¿5’(ni,)),coQ1)
= {co (64 (mffl, <o (¿54 (/4))]

witere ¿5’<’ni9, ¿54(m4), ¿54(4), 64(m/) and ¿¿(/4) are tobe understood as words
on letters of O,CS,CS~ given by Lemma 3.3. Titis isa calculation from tite
data (x, co(x)), xC ~r } Tite sets A’, A4 and A4 generate tite irnage under ¿o of
IT1 (it gD, ir, (77~ a1) and ~ (77, e1), respectivel>’. Since LE, is a trivial bundle,
A’UA4UA4 generate tite image under ¿o of n-,(W,,g,) and so Q~ can be
computed from titis set of permutations. Since A’,> and eacit component of
N(Lr) are solid tori, tite partition associated to titem coincides witit tite one
associated to titeir respective boundary torus.
Let

9’= [ E~

E¿<101]
E~t~¡,,>

9’—[

1

y’

for i= 1 1r. (T’~,
Titenpr’
r(i.(TJ),
0), r(i,
a),(77)
r(i, and
c) and
are respectively.
tite number of compopr’
pr—’r(i)
(1-Y-),
nents of pr
Construct a simplicial graph supporting tite valued grapit representing Al
as follows:
r. draw vertices y,

1.

Por ¿=1

2.

1
~¡rÚ)corresponding to tite sets
Draw also vertices y,>1
V,>q1,»,. corresponding
to tite
t (A’,>).
elements~¿f 9!, to represent tite components of pr—
For i= 1
r. LE, is attacited to Wf,-<’¡), witere ff is tite function defined
in (3.4). for 1 =!=r(4 1 =t=ff~>,
join y
0 to v¡p by k edges if
P~~- is tite union of k sets of 9’.

,...,

...

[“1

,...,

hífl

3.

Tite link Lr itas ni- 1 components. Titere are r-t- 1 partitions of type 9/
witicit were not involved in point 2. For eacit of titese, draw r (i, c)
vertices and join k of titem to u¡h 1 =/=rff)if 1-”,-, is tite union of k
elements of 94.

(6.6) Fix ¿, l=i=r.
Let LE11 denote tite component ofpr—’(LEjlabelled
by Ve Q,. Tite number of boundary cornponents of 1-Y11 is n0= kí +k2+k3 if
tite union of k1 (respectively k2, k3) sets of 9’ (respect. 94, 9/).
V,,

Tite curve /4 isa fiber of W~. Write tite permutation w(84(lfl) as a product
of disjoint cycles, d,~ of witicit have figures in h’ Titen pr—’Q/) itas cf,~
connected components in W1t, eacit of titem is a fiber.
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Lemma. Leí F be an S1-bund/e over a sphere wiíh bito/es. Leí pr: F— F
bea coveringsuch thai, <[fis afiber of F. pr’ (Qhasdcomponents. Tite base
fi of tite S’-bund!e A itas Eu/er citaracíerIvtic
x(B)=(2—b)d
Proof.

Tite surface A is itomotopically equivalent to a l-complex where

tite number of 0-celís is d, and tite number of 1-celis is (b — 1)• di
Tite base of tite S1bundle LE,, is an orientable surface witose Euler
characteristic is, according to tite Lemma, (2—3).du=—a’t. Hence its genus
‘5

g4

2

(cf
11— ma

(6.7) Tite citoice of coordinate systems for tite boundary tori of LE,,
¿=1,2
r as in (3.4) was made to make easy tite computation of tite
itomomorpitism ¿o on tite fundamental groups of titese tori. Howewer titese
coordinate systems are not appropiate to represent the gluing of tite S’-bundles
of tite grapit-structure of 53~ N« (L) tite way of Walditausen. Appropiate
coordinate systems are obtained as follows.
Let 1’, be a cross-section of tite (trivialisable) S’-bundle LE,, oriented in
sucit a way titat 8 PO 77 is tite oriented curve —m4, in tite notation of (3.4).
Orient tite fibers of LE, so tbat tite orientation of 1’, followed by tite
orientation of tite fibers gives tite orientation of LE,, induced by titat of 5> Let
u=8P,O T4 and v,=e9P,fl 774 (oriented curves). Titen
u1->-v,—m4 =8P~
and titerefore, if tite itomology cíasses of tite curves are denoted tite same way
as tite curves titeniselves,
u,± u1—n4=O

iri

JI(W,)

Let f, denote tite fiber of 1-Y1. In an unambiguous way we can denote by
1, titis ftber in any of tite tori 7”, 774, 77. Note titat ¡9, is itomologous to /4 on
77. Hencefortit we will take (u,, f-), (u,, f.) and (—m4, f,) on 7”, 774 and 77,
respectively. Tite following relations are verified
[tic]

=

¿22 4) [7’]in

H,(T’)
(1)

in H1(T4)
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ji1 8, = —1 1 <i < ti Hence tite first
matrix itas determinant 1, and tite second itas determinant —1. Since tite
fundamental group of a torus is abchan, titese relations suffice to compute tite
permutations w(u,), co(vJ.
for so me intergers y~, ~ sucit titat y, A,

—

We know titat W1 is attacited to tite salid torus A’,> in such a way titat /í
becomes a meridian of X,>. On tite otiter itand, for ¿=2 7” coincides with
eititer 774 or 774, j= ff03 (see (3.4)). Since satellization permutes meridians
and longitudes of tite gluing tori (cf. (2.2)), in tite first case tite relation

is satisfied, and in tite second case

U
[‘7][~] [7] [‘7],
=

Hence

=

=

or

and tite following relations derive

from titese and relations (1) given aboye in titis paragrapit:
[tu]

= (—Y;

[UI]

=

—¿1)

[

m4]

V$ 2)

=

(Y;

[It-]

=

—<SI)

(Y~

y’

[I.&]

(2)
(Y:

—¿5.

—m~

~;}
[ j[]

Tite first equation holds in tite first case, tite second in tite second case.

(6.8) Let Tbe an oriented torus, and pr: T— Ta covering associated to
a transitive representation ¿o: ¡E, (7)—Es. Let (a,]) be a coordinate system on
Tsucit titat a’l= 1, witere tite dot denotes intersection on 77. Suppose we are
given u,, = <o (a) and u~= <o (1). and q¡is tite product of disjoint cycles of lengtit
p. Titen p divides s. Let pr~: Hí (7)—Hí (7’) be induced by pr.
L emma
O

iU

pr,Q)=pf
Titere Iv a sup/e c/osed curve 5 on 7’ sucit thai, ¡¡9 denotes tite
iníersection pairing on t wiíit tite orieníation initerited by thai of 77
atid pr,
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a.j=í
pr4ñ)=--5 a—af

p

where a Iv determined by tite condit¿ons a,,
¿¿1)

, (1) = uf (1) and 0=a

p

Ifc isa c/osed curve on Tsuch thai c=xa+y fin H1(7), titen
prl(c)=pxñi~(

5

p

—

y-4-ax)f ¿a H~(T).

Proof: Tite proof is based on constructing tite covering pr: 77— T using
tite subcomplex a U! as a splitting complex for 7’. CalI A’ tite square obtained
as tite resu¡t of cutting 7’ along titis splitting complex (figure 6.2)

a

Fig. 6.2

f

77

f—

a

y

fi-

a—

r

Titen 7’ is tite union of s copies A’1
A’~ of X glued in titis way: tite edge
a±of A’Á is glued to tite edge a. of X01<’>4>, and tite edge fi- of A’~ is glued to tite
edge f of A’,,,(K). Ihe result is a big square like tite one in figure 6.3, witere
eacit column is made of p squares, and titere are 5 columns. Top and bottom
are identified by transíation, and tite vertical edges of tite big square represent
11 Titese vertical edges are to be identified taking tite side f~ of A’<, witere r =

-~

to tite

side .f of Xr., witere r’=a~”(l).

An orient straigitt line from a point on tite edge Ji of A’~ to its
corresponding point on tite edge f+ of X~ provides an oriented simple closed
curve a on T satisfying tite statement of tite lemma. Actually. a is covered by
tite curves pñ + af Titerefore
sa=pr~(pá-+af)=p pr*(a)i-a pr*(J)=
=ppr~(ñ)+apf
Hence pr~ (a) =
ii).I

‘~.

a — af Part iii) is a simple calculation derived from i) and
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F’tg. 6.3

(6.9)

9’,94

Up to now we itave determined, for eacit i= 1
r, partitions .2,,
and 94 associated lo [Y 771, 17 and 17, respectivel>’. We itave
1,

described itow to find from ítem a simplicial grapit representing tite 5L
bundíes and tori of tite grapit-structure of Al. Moreover we itave selected in
771 (resp. 17’, 77/) appropriate coordinate system (u,, f,) (resp. (u,, f,), (—m¿,
1,)) and tite permutations associated to titem. We can decide, 3—n0((LJ)
from tite funcor
tions
ff
and
cf,
witetiter
one
of
titese
tori
is
acomponent
Ofd(5
it is tite same torus as 7’], 774 or 77/ for sorne j#i.
Now let us fix an index i and look al an element of .2,, sa>’ lfl; it is a
subset of [1,2
n} and labels a component W1, of pr—’ (1-Y). We can algorititmically find tite elements of 91, 94 and 94 íitat are subsets of 14
Consideran element Eofone of titese partitions sucit titat FC V~C 1,2,..., n}.
Titen E labels a component of tite preimage of a torus of 8 Jt, sa>’ 77. Let us
denote Ttite componentof pr-’ (7’) labelled it>’ E. Nexí we are going to find
a coordinate system on 77 and what is needed to valuate tite edge of tite graph
ofMrepresenting tite torus 7’. Titree cases can occur: eititer TG8(S3—N0(L,)),
or 77= T,, or Tcoincides wiíit a torus 7”= 771, 774 or 77/ for somej#i. Titere
is a selected coordinate system on 7’, calI it (a. fi. Truncate tite permutations
<o(a), co<fi, written as a product of disjoint cycles, taking tite c>’cles witose
figures he in E. Titen a permutation a,, is obtained from <o (a), and a~< from
<o

(h.

Case 1. TC8(S>~N«(Lr)). Titen eltiter 7= T4or 77= 77. Set m=m4or
m~. Express ni as a linear combination of(a,f), using equations (1) in (6.7).

3 firanched over Iterated Torus Links
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Apply lemnia (6.8) to obtain a transversal ñ in T, and to express (pr,’ 19~ (ni)
as a linear sum of a and j. Let ñ~ be a connected component of(pr/ 7’)—l (m).
Normalize if necessary 5 to anotiter transversal Sir sucit titat ñi=e(aáti-i-13J)
witit 0=$<cx, e=±l. Tite integer a is different froni O since ¡it is not
itomologous to J (otiterwise ni would be itomologous to]). To label tite edge,
representing 77, witicit is incident to y,,, oriented outwards u,~ witit a matrix

( ~)

complete (a,13) to

cGL(2,Z)—SL(2,Z). Compute pr*Gin)=Aa-i-Bf

Keep associated to

(tuI,

E

tite pairs (cx, 13),

(A.

B).

Case 2. 77= 771, Equations (1) in (6.7) allow to express
f). Take m=/í and proceed as in case 1.

/í

as a function of

Case 3. 77= 7”. Let f’ denote tite fiber in 7”. Equations (2) in (6.7) allow
to express f’ as a linear combination of (a, j). Take m = f’ and proceed as ín
case 1. Keep associated to Ttite pairs (a,/3), (A, fi) and e. Analogously, tite
selected coordinate system (a’, fi) in 7”, express fas a linear combination of
(a’, fi) and obtain tite corresponding (cx’, 139, (A’, fi’). Titen a’=a, fi’=—y,
and one can obtain ¿5 sucit titat (Y ~)eoL(2~z)—sL(2.z).

Titis matrix

valuates the edge associated to E, oriented towards tite vertex representing

wIt.
(6.10) Once step (6.9) itas been carried out for alí parts í#~j, ~ and ~»¿
witicit are subsets of U. we itave got a series of transversals, one for eacit
boundary torus of Wu, and corresponding to titem, aseries of pairs (A
1, fi,)
(A~<¡í), Bfl(É íD. Dueto tite relation u1± v¡—ni=0in Hí(W’,), tite sum ~
witere e11 is tite Euler number associated to v,,(W11) in tite
graph of Al. (see tite remark in section 4; Ptt is the integer sucit titat
pr*f=p,¡P.
(6.11)

Next proposition generalizes theoreni ¡ of [Ne].

Proposition.

Any cover of 53 brancited over an ITL es irreducib/e.

Proof: Let Al be a brancited cover of 53 over an JTL L. Let T be tite
grapit-structure on A! induced by tite covering and tite grapit-structure T
associated to some toral sequence of L. In order to prove titat Nf is not a
connected sum, we begin b>’ citecking titat R4 is never satisfied b>’ (Al, 79.
Suppose titat 77’ is a torus of Twiticit separates Al in a solid torus y and
tite union of the otiter S’-bundles of tite grapit-manifold. Titen 77= pr(T’) is
a torus of 7’, tite 3—N0(L,j),
grapit-structure
of tite witit
link tite
exterior,
and on77 §3
is eititer
or 77=771,
notation
and titea
component
of d(5
present section.
Let (a, j9 be tite coordinate system on Tcitosen as in (6.9).
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Titen eititer 77=774 or 77= ~. Let m be tite
Case 1. TCO(53—N0(L,)).
meridian of tite corresponding component of Lr. Since m is not itomologous
to tite fiber of ¡-Y,, pr-1 (ni) is neititer a multiple of tite fiber of pr—’ (LE,), and
titerefore tite meridian of y will never be itomologous on 77’ to a fiber of tite
adjacent S’-bundle.
Case 2. 77zz 771 Let m be a meridian of A’,>. It is not itomologous to tite
fiber of PVí because Mí #0. Again, tite meridian of V, a component of
pr’ (m), is not itomologous to tite ftber of tite adjacent S’-bundle, witicit is
a component of pr—’ (wí).
Now, if L is not the trivial knot, tite proof of titeorem (7.1) of [14”]serves
as a proof titat Mis irreducible. On tite otiter itand, alí brancited covers of 53
over tite trivial knot are 53, witicit is irreducible.I
Corollary.
ITL. U

52~ 5~

never appears as a

brancited cover of 53 over

Corollary. ,lny brancited cover A! of 53 over an ITL Iv eititer a letis
space or a man ¿lo/cf komeoniorpitic loa reduced graph-man ¿lo/cf. Nforeover,
tite reduction process described ¿ti §5, app/¿ecf toan m-grapit of tite branchecf
cover obíained by tite algoriíitm of íitIv section, decides witeíer Al Iv a /ens
spaces. or a torus buí-íd/e, or a Se<ferí fibered space over 52 witit titree
excepu¿ona/ fibers (and give tite invarianis), or oíiterwIve, ends ¿ir a
Wa/ditausen graph of a reduced grapit-sé’rucíure of MI
By an irreducible link we mean a link witose exterior is an irreducible
manifold. Tite next corollar>’ is a well known result
Corollary.

Any ITL Iv prime atid irrea’ucib/e.

Proof: It is known titat a link is prime and irreducible if and only if its
2-fold brancited cover (or any virtually regular brancited cover) is an
irreducible manifold (see [Lo-S]).I

7.

FINDING REPRESENTATIONS

Tite algorititmic procedure described in §3 for finding a presentation of
tite fundamental group of tite exterior of an JTL itas been used in §6 to
develop an algorititm or computing brancited covers of 53 over ITL. Anotiter
application is an algorithni for finding representations of tite groups of
iterated torus links into symmetric groups.
Suppose we are given an ITL and we are asked for alí coverings of 53
brancited over it witit a fixed number of siteets, say ti. Let us take tite notation
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of §3 for tite ITL, titat is, let us calI L tite ITL. and 14>, L~
Lr tite sequence
of links of tite satellization process carried out to obtain L, given a toral
sequence. Tite group ~í (Sa— N0(L,)) is generated it>’ S~ witit relators R,,
¿=0.Tite procedure consists in citecking inductively witicit niaps from 5, into
En for ¿=0, 1
r, subject to tite restriction titat x,
1, x12
Xx, be mapped to
conjugate permutations (i.e., permutations of tite same type), preserve tite
relators of R,. Titose maps witicit pass tite test for 5,, R, are tried to be
extended to S,± ~.Tite maps of 5, into >4 whicit preserve tite relators of R~ and
5 yield representations of tite group of L into =4.
Tite ones titat are transitive
correspond to n-fold coverings of 53 brancited over L. A non transitive
representation gives rise to several brancited covers witose number of siteets
divides ti.
On tite otiter itand, one ma>’ be interested in determining tite iterated torus
link witicit adniit a brancited covering of a certain type; for instance of a given
brancit index type. Titen we work in tite reverse direction. For simplicity, let
us Iook first for iterated torus knots. Sucit3—N’>(K)=X,>L)W,U...UW,L)U,
a knot A? is uniquel>’ determined
by asequence
(A1, ji,) to W-(A,,Mr).
TitenT,t1,
5
witere
~1 is attacited
titrough
for ¿>0. Fix tite order of tite
symmetric group, =4.We begin looking for pairs (Ar. Mr) and maps from O,
into >4, witicit map Xrcx,+í> to the identity permutation, send ix,, ... XrXr tO
conjugate permutations of tite type required by tite brancit index conditions,
and witicit preserve tite relators Tr. Titen tite inductive step is to find tite pairs
(A,, ji,) for witicit it is possible to extend tite map from 5,—S
1to Sr~Si~í.
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